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PREFACE

PACINGasapplied to typographyhas not
received the attention which this important
question deserves. A coverortitle page, an
announcementcard, an advertisement or a

book pageis not well set when the distribution of
white space has beenatall slighted. Between the
individual letters of a display line (whenit is set in
all capitals), between the words, and between the
lines, it is as essential to get correct spacingasit is

between groups, or between type and border.
The present-day compositor woefully neglects

this problem ofright spacing: first, because he has
not sufficiently studied its value; and also, because
he has not been given time required to developit
to its highest possibilities. Usually, the spacing of
a page (except, of course,in the setting of straight
matter) is the last operation in its composition. On

a cover,title page, or an advertisement, the copy
is set up, and the required leading is then dropped
in more orless at random. Quite frequently when
a page provesunsatisfactory, the faults can easily
be remediedby a re-distribution of white space. A
perusal of someof the representative jobs shown
throughoutthis little book will readily confirm this
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THE ART OF SPACING

opinion. Sometimesthe shifting of only one point
(the seventy-second part of an inch) will improve
the effectiveness of a page. Likewise, where, with
Goudy Oldstyle used in straight composition, the
regulation three-to-em spacing is proper between
words, with Cloister Oldstyle, four-to-em spacing
should be used, on account of the smaller face and
the more condensed nature of Cloister.

Through this book the author desires to arouse
a deeperinterest in this very important elementof

typography. Advertisers are truly becoming more
exacting in their printing requirements; and while
it is not essential for them to understand the many
technical points that demand consideration in the
type-setting art, some knowledgeofthe principles
underlying pleasing typography will help them to
determine wherein the finished workis faulty. The
progressive printer invariably prefers to deal with
clients who appreciate good craftsmanship. From
a purely material standpoint, a carefully prepared
and well executed job of printing sells the product
quicker and far moresatisfactorily than a slovenly
job. In order to“‘sell’’ the prospective purchaser of
any commodity, the advertising literature must be
easy of comprehension. Coupled with good, clean
copy, relevantillustrations, and legible type-faces

elOrs>



PREFACE

white spaceintelligently handled gets the message
across with a minimum amountofeffort on the part

of the reader. When the component groups of the
page are properly positionedthereis no possibility
of the message being misinterpreted. This is not an
exaggeration, for we caneasily call to mind many
specimens of otherwise good type-setting wherein
the spacing between lines and groupsof lines was
such as to becloud the meaning of the copy.

This question of space distribution is one other
reason whyit is often difficult to judge the amount
of time needed to set up a piece of display copy.If
the proof looks just aboutrightit is usually not an
accident, but is the result of very careful study by
the typographerduring the composition or spacing
of that job. He will sometimes haveto pull several
proofs: dropin or take out onepointhere,raise or
lowerthis line or that, all this before it pleases his
critical, trained eyes; and that takes time, whichis
usually not in evidence when a customer questions
the amount of time charged for composition.

This point is not raised in defense of the printer
whocharges exorbitant prices for composition, or
he who “pads”the alterations. It is merely related
for the enlightenmentof the buyer of composition
and of printing in general. This inability to rightly
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THE ART OF SPACING

estimate the required time for type-setting, and on
display work particularly, very often accounts for
the discrepancies between the estimator’s and the
actual time taken for the composition.
Through closer codperation between the buyer

and the printer many technical points encountered
in the normal production of a piece of advertising
literature could receive the needed attention. Too
often several details are inadvertently overlooked
that cannotpossibly be changedif art work,plates
and format have already been decided upon. Time
as well as expensewill usually not permit of going
overthe plans and re-making the plates.
The American advertisers are spendingliberally

for their copy service, for art work and plates, and
also for newspaper and magazinespace. Allotting
a trifle more for the purely typographic elementof
publicity would enable buyers to get the maximum
returns from this form of investment.

In an attempt to make The Art ofSpacingitself
a good example of spacing, the book was hand-set
by the author, while the type-face employed is an
imported one. Weare indebted to Paul Ressinger
(eminent Chicago artist) for our cover design.

S:A-B
Chicago, September, 1926.
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TITLE PAGES

VERsince the early printed books, dating
backto thefifteenth century, thetitle page
has been given especial attention, both as
to its wording and as regards typographic

treatment. More so than eventhe front cover, the
title page of a book frequently gives an impression
favorable or otherwise.While the composition (as
concernstype selection and typesizes)is naturally
of first importance, the various elements of spacing
play a large part in the satisfactory appearance of
a title page. The positioning of the lines, the space
between words, or betweenlines:all require more
than ordinary attention from the typographer.
Volumes without number could beselected for

faulty spacing in their title pages, especially when
the booksare of mediocre manufacture. The three
title pages here reproduced are taken from books
uncommonly well handled, and are representative
specimens. In connection with these reproductions
due allowance should be madefor reduction from

original size (each one being approximately six by
nine inches). The defects we refer to are of course
more pronouncedin the original set-up. In each of

these titles the re-setting was done to samesize as
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THE ART OF SPACING

the original, both photographs having been taken
simultaneously. The smaller plates, however,offer
sufficient contrasts in handling of white space.
There seems to be a marked tendency on many

title pages (evident on all three specimens shown)
to place book-title lines too high on the page.The

the runningheadsin the books,whereasa‘running
headis correctly placedif in the head margin, and
should be so regarded whenapportioning various
page margins. In other words(as will be dwelt on
in the chapter on book margins), thedistancefrom
the top offirst line of thetext to edge of paper,is
consideredthe head margin. Sothatif thefirst line
of a title page,anillustration page or other special
page, were intendedto line up with the top of text
matter, alignment should be with the upperpart of
the first line, not with the running head.

It may be argued thatthere are nosetrules that
haveto be followedin setting the title page. Quite
true, we will admit. But for the same reason thatit
would be incongruous to see an author's nameset
in larger type thanis the title of the book, so there
are certain other unwritten rules that must govern
if the page is to escape criticism, or unconsciously

offend or be displeasing. In the Oscar Wilde page

sUlL6re>



TITLE PAGES

the foot margin is unusually large(it is throughout
that book); and asthe last line is equidistant from
edge of paper with the final one on text pages,this
wasnot dropped below that position in the re-set
title. The type pagesizeis thusleft intact, and this
applies to the other twa specimensaswell.

Here it may bein order to discourse somewhat
on letter-spacing. The amountof‘‘white”’ inserted
between capitals should be uniform whenthefirst
and last elements are perpendicular. In this group
are B, C, D, E, H, 1, M, N and U.While exception
could be taken to B and Con somefonts, in most
cases ne same space maysafely beinserted either
side of these two and anyof the others given. On
this group (F, G, J, K,O, P,Q, S, X and Z) spacing
should be varied, less being placed alongsidetheir
roundedorpartly extended elements.Where most
care should be exercised is next to any oneofthis
group: A, L, R,T,V,WandY,they calling for the
least amount of white space. On type smaller than
twelve-point face (not body), the space variations
need only be followed when anyofthe last group
of sevenis present. Correctletter-spacingprevails
whentheareaofwhiteisapproximatelythesame
betweendifferentcapitals. Insertion of one or two
points (depending on the typesize used) is always

Ul7
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THE ART OF SPACING

preferable between“straight” caps where a lineis
not otherwise letter-spaced; especially so when a
combination like LA, TVorWYis present.
The question of area-equality also applies in the

spacing between words. On the OscarWilde page
the space between the words “ His Life and”is not
enough,in view of the letter-spacing, while in the
title line too much white is placed between Oscar
and Wilde. In order to overcome the necessity of
either squaring up the twolines of the sub-title, or
of avoiding their almost equal length if the words
were properly set apart, we took the ‘“‘and”’ in the
re-setting and placed it on the nextline. This new
arrangement makes the comprehensioneasier, and
we also have a morepleasing contourofthe entire
upper group. Other changesin spacing were made
betweenlines, particularly between the lines which
comprise a group. This element of spacing appears
as an outstanding defect in many display pages.
Wherea line or two of a groupis letter-spaced

more space should be placed between them thanif
these samelines weresetsolid (that is, without any
space between the individual letters of a word). A
specimen ofthis principle of spacing is seen in the
lower group of the Wilde title, where the spacing
betweenthefirst twolines is insufficient. While we

U2



TITLE PAGES

wereat it, we spelled out the house numberin the
addressline; numerals invariably look smaller with
all capitals than alongside caps and lowercase.
Another frequentviolation of correct spacing is

that of spreading a display line to the set measure
of other lines on the page. On the Grey specimen
the line ‘Twenty-five Years’’ was set twenty-five
picas presumably because the bookitself measures
that width. There are no ironclad rules governing
this phase of typography, and more often than not
spreading certain lines to conform to the length of
otherlines is not essential to the pleasing balance
of a page; this applies to title pages as well.
Without doubt one of the main reasons for the

unsatisfactory appearance of the Greytitle pageis
the fact that too much copyis placed in the upper
part. While the publisher's mark is well positioned
in relation to the paper proportions,it could have
beenslightly sacrificed, droppeda little, and more
space given to the main groupofthis page. In our
re-setting, note that a part of this matter has been
transposed, placed below the decorative spot, and
the“VolumeII”’line also moved somewhatfurther
downthe page. The publisher's imprint wasleft in

the identical position of the original set-up, as the
bottom line of this page lines up with the final one

wU2lres
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THE ART OF SPACING

on the text page. The foot margin in this book, by
the way,is nearer to what it should be than in the
Wilde volume,and is therefore more pleasing. On
this question of correct book margins wewill write
more freely in the chapter devoted thereto. Aside
from excessive letter-spacing of the twotitle lines
on the Greypage,there exists anotherdefect often
encountered: the space between date numerals. In
most type fonts the figure one is cast on the same
width of body as the other numerals. The remedy
is to either shavethe 1 or add one-half, one or two
points, dependent onsize, betweenotherfigures in
the date line. Cutting down the body of the figure
one,especially in sizes larger than twelve-point,is
usually to be preferred to the extra spacing.

Oneof the most unsightly forms of typography
wetolerate, from the standpoint of spacing (not to
mention thatofillegibility), is the italic line or lines
set in all capitals. Obviously, the small size as used
on the twolines of the “Twenty-five Years” page
is not so objectionable. The varying degree of the
slope of lines comprising theitalic capital lettersis
mainly responsible for the unpleasanteffect on the
reader. The safest course to pursueis to shunitalic
capital lines at all times; there is seldom any valid
reason or justification for employing them. Plenty

UU24ye



TITLE PAGES

of contrastis easily obtained with the use of caps
and small caps in combination, cap and lower-case
italics, or with different sizes of the roman.

Onthis same page the space between the words
of the publisher's nameis excessive. A good basis
for correct space between the wordsofanall-cap
line is the width of the cap F. Where a word ends
with aT and the next one starts with a Y, or even
if itis a ‘straight’ letter like M, the spacing should
be proportionately reduced. The same holds good
wherea period or commaseparates two words:at

least half the width of either punctuation mark can
safely be deducted from the regulation space.

Onthe “ Paper Making”’ pagethefirst defect in
spacingto strike the eye is the amount of white on
both sides of the and in the secondline ofthetitle
proper. Where a lower-case word, or oneset ina
smaller size of caps than the balanceoftheline,is
placed betweenall-cap words, the space alongside
this word should beless than that setting apart the
others. Contrast in sizes simplifies readability, and
the regulation space is thus unnecessaryhere.

Anotherfeature to be discouraged (not so very
noticeable in the reduced zinc) is the letter-spaced
line “A Practical Treatise.’ Spacing of lower-case
wordsis always objectionable, andin italics even

ese 25 yas



THE ART OF SPACING

moreso,as the characters of manyitalic fonts are
less distinctive than roman lower-caseletters, and
the letter-spacing accentuates this deficiency.

After the author's name,the cap R in senior was
droppedto a small cap the full cap appearing too
prominent. This is a good practice to follow where
several degrees comeafter a name;a succession of
these initials in caps would overshadow the name
itself. ‘‘ Manager of Mills’’ was also changed from
small caps to caps and small caps, mainly because
the nextline is hooked up with it: the two lines are
of equal importance. Theall-small caps in original
set-up tend to separate this copy in meaning.

The words “ Book Department”were purposely
letter-spaced so as to give a morepleasing outline
of the lower group, the four short lines otherwise
making the publisher's name appear too awkward
byits length. Theitalic capitals were discardediin
favor of the moresatisfactory roman caps.
While further changes, both in type sizes and in

arrangement, could have been madeto advantage
on all the three title pages shown,only the glaring
defects were corrected. The changes made in most
cases affected spacing in some way, or were made
necessary so as to attain pleasing effects.

SU262s
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STRAIGHT MATTER

RIORto the historic advent of type-setting
machines, compositors took a considerable

amountofpride in setting straight matter that
wasproperly spaced. In those good old days

of hand composition, one did not encounter many
rivers of white space, those ugly crevices running
zigzag down so many type pages, due to excessive
word-spacing. The present-day hand compositors
are hardly interested in setting bodytype,for they
do solittle of it. In many printing offices,when but
a half dozen lines of onesize are to be set, they are
cast on the machine(that is, where the sizes range
from six-point to fourteen-point, inclusive).

By the foregoing statement we do not mean to
infer that straight matter cannot be well spaced on
either the linotype or the monotype machine.We
have admiredseveralfinely-set machine jobs, both
slug and mono,butthey required painstaking care
by expert operators, and theefficient operators are
considered such whenthey“key” more thousands
of ems hourly than their fellow-workers.The office
wants production from type-setting machines, and
if speed is the prime factor in compositionit is not-
possible to give the question of spacing and other

ese2/Yr



THE ART OF SPACING

typographic niceties their proper consideration.In
all of the job and body type specimens throughout
this chapter, we endeavoredto give some thought

The nameof Elzevir has for more than two centuries
been a familiar one to collectors of choice books. These
Dutch printer-publishers of the seventeenth century were
able to associate their imprint with certain publications
of such distinctive typographical excellence as to ensure
for the editions known as “Elzevirs”’ a prestige that has
endured to the present day. Aldus alone amongtheearly
printer-publishers had a similar fortune, and while the
**Aldine’”’ editions are, of course, in respect to their number
and to their typographical excellence, much less important
than the ‘‘Elzevirs,”’ it must be remembered that having
been issued more than a century earlier, their production
called for a much larger measure of originating capacity
and initiative on the part of their printer-publisher. The
principal authority on the history of the Elzevir family is
a carefully written monograph of Alphonse Willems.

Louis Elzevir, who, as far as its publishing under-
takings were concerned, was the founder of the family,
had been brought up asa binderin the Flemish University
town of Louvain. He was a Protestant, and in 1580, when
existence for Protestants had been madedifficult in the
Catholic provinces of Flanders, Elzevir, in company with
hundreds of others of his faith, made his way across the
border to Holland, wherehe settled, with his family, at
Leyden, which city was, during 1580, next to Amsterdam,
the most important city in Holland. The heroic resistance
that its citizens had made during the long siege by the
Spaniards had earned fame for the city throughout all
Protestant Europe, while the University, which had been
founded by William the Silent in commemoration of the
glory of the struggle, had at once secured for itself a
prestige among the scholars of Europe, and in making
Leyden a centre for the literary activities of the Dutch
provinces, had given an incentive to its printing trade.

Louis Elzevir found at Leyden a considerable group
of Flemish Protestants who had, like himself, found it
wise to get away from therule of the Spanish soldiers and
of the Roman ecclesiastics who were dominating Flanders.
Amongthese exiles were certain men whose names became
known later in connection with literature.

Six-point Bookman (Monotype No. 98)set solid

to word-spacing, both the machine-set paragraphs
and those set by hand. The monotype matter was
set on the keyboard and run off on the caster, and
was not hand-set from monotypecastersorts.

sel 282H



STRAIGHT MATTER

Of the several principles of spacing that require
intelligent handling, there is one to which especial
attention is directed: the amount of space between

“

Elzevir began work as a book binderfor the students
and instructors at the University, adding to this business,
a little later, a book-selling shop. The undertaking proved,
however, rather unsuccessful. During the troublous times
in which the new nation wasstill struggling against the
tyrannies of Spain for the right to exist, the number of
students in the University was at best but limited, and in
Leyden as in Heidelberg, Erfurt, and other of the German
universities of the time, the practice of hiring or borrowing
text-books, or of arranging in some manner to make one
or two volumes serve for the requirements of an entire
class, must haveinterfered not a little with the possibility
of securing a living from the post of University bookseller.
Louis found himself, therefore, obliged to give up hisfirst
place of business, but he was not willing to confess himself
defeated. During his brief experience as a bookseller, he
had been able to impress himself favorably upon some of
the authorities ofthe University, and in his present distress
Elzevir applied to them for help. The University council,
recognizing the value for higher education of the service
to be rendered by a skilled and conscientious bookseller,
gave him permission to construct within the limits of the
University court a small book-shop, and authorized Elzevir
to announcehimself as the bookseller to the University.

With this fresh starting point, Louis succeeded, after
someyearsofpersistent and painstaking labor, in creating
an assured business foundation. He had never mastered
the art of printing, and the typographical work of the
publications issued with his name was done under contract
with different printers, and presented no feature of special
excellence or distinctiveness. The works selected, however,
for Elzevir’s extensive publishing list, gave evidence of a
good literary and scholarly ideal.

Six-point Bookman (Monotype No. 98)

on seven-point body

the sentences. While there are still many machine
operators, and also hand compositors, whopersist
in placing a full em quad after periods, the practice
has happily been discontinued by leading printers

ese29yas



THE ART OF SPACING

everywhere. There is a large and increasing body
of advertising men and otherprinting buyers who
are also nowspecifying uniform line-spacing, even

The name of Louis Elzevir is chronicled
for the first time, in 1595, in the list of pub-
lishers offering books at the Fair in Frank-
fort. From the year 1602 he appears to have
made regular annual sojourns in Paris. In
the Journal of Pierre de Lestoile, under date
of August, 1609, is a reference to a purchase
made by him from Elvisier (sic) of Leyden,of
a treatise (by Grotius) and bearingthetitle
Mare Liberum, together with certain orations
of Heinsius and of Baudius. Lestoile goes on
to say that the said Elvisier had described to
him the bequest recently made by Baudius to
the public library of Leyden of his collection
of books: Greek, Hebrew, Chaldaic, Syriac,
Arabic, Ethiopian, Persian and Armenian, 2
collection which was estimated by said Elvi-
sier as worth not less than three thousand
crowns. It would appear from this reference
that the scholars and the publishers of Ley-
den had an exceptional reference library.

The more distinctive work of the Elzevirs
began, however, only after the death of Louis,
which occurred in 1617. He left six sons, two
of whom carried on book shops in Utrecht.

Eight-point Century Expanded (Linotype)

on nine-point slug

though a new sentence commencestherein. There
is no more displeasing sight than to see numerous

spots of excessive white dotting a page, caused by
these em (square) quads. The very fact that every

[30ram



STRAIGHT MATTER

new sentence begins with a capital letter obviates
the need for extra space. Wearecertain the single
spacing in this book will not confuse the reader.

At the same time the two young Flemings
(Matthew and Bonaventure Elzevir) were

beginning work with their publishing opera-

tions, the independence of the Dutch Repub-
lic, though not yet formally acknowledged by

Spain, was an assured fact, and the territory
of the seven United Provinces was free alike

from invaders and from civil disturbance. The
Thirty Years’ War was, however (1618), just

beginning in Germany, and until the peace of

Westphalia, in 1648, the business connections

of dealers in books with book-trade centers in
Frankfort, Leipzig, Cologne, and othercities,

were very much interfered with.
The energy of the Dutch tradesmen, how-

ever, repressed in one direction, found vent
in another. Dutch fleets overcame the Spanish

naval forces in the Pacific and transferred

to the Dutch the control of many of the Span-

ish possessions in the East, while the trade
between the Mediterranean and the North of

Europe waslargely transferred from Venice

and Genoa to Amsterdam and Haarlem.

Eight-point Century Expanded (Linotype)

on ten-point slug

Another very important element in composition
of straight copy is the proper amount of paragraph
indention. This seems to be a vexing problem with

many typographers. In most cases the compositor

3res



THE ART OF SPACING

inserts too much space beforethefirst word of the
paragraph. Theselarge gaps of white will detract
as much from the page's appearanceasthe full em

For well-nigh a century the printing of the
University had been in the hands of the Elzevir
family, but after the migration, in 1665, of Louis
to Amsterdam, the more important of the many
publishing undertakings of the Elzevirs bear the
imprint of theAmsterdam House. Thefirst printer
to the University had been William Silvius, who
had, before coming to Leyden, held in Antwerp
the covetedtitle of ‘‘ Printer to the King.”’ Silvius
wasscholar as well as printer, and having given
someevidence of sympathy with the Protestant
group, he found it desirable to get away from
Antwerp. He held the post in Leyden for but a
few months, dying in 1580. For nearly four years,
the University appears to have dispensed with
the services ofa University printer and publisher,
but in 1584, the position was given to Christophe
Plantin, the famous Antwerp publisher, who was
at the time, in connection with certain difficulties,
an exile from his homecity. It is probable from
his acceptance of the post and from the labor
given by him to the organization of an effective
printing establishment, that he had seriously in
view at the time the plan of a permanent transfer
to Leyden of all his business interests. In 1585,
however, after his difficulties had been adjusted,
Plantin foundit practicable to return to Antwerp,
but he was able, upon leaving Leyden, to secure
from the University authorities the appointment
as his successor of his son-in-law Raphelengius.

Ejight-point Bookman (Monotype No.98)set solid

quads between sentences. A safe basis is to allow
from eight to twelve points for measures up to and
including twenty ems (the wordems whenused to
denote theline length, always implies twelve-poin

Se mer OS&. Bene oe
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STRAIGHT MATTER

ems, or picas); from fourteen totwenty points for
measures twenty-onetothirtypicasinlength; and

NOnyLanett ins cageOT8

twenty-twopointsor morewhen theline exceeds

The continuity of the printing and publishing

business originated in Leyden was maintained by

the branchof the Elzevir family which settled at

Amsterdam, while the Amsterdam House contin-

ued active operations until well towards the close

of the seventeenth century. An Elzevir book-shop

was begun inAmsterdam in the year 1638, byLouis,

a grandson of Louis of Louvain. In 1640, Louis

added to his book-shop the plant of a printing-

office. When, in the year 1655, he obtained the co-

operation of his cousin Daniel from Leyden, the

Amsterdam House was able to secure foritself a

foundation and a prestige which exceeded that of

the parent concern in Leyden. In fact the series

of publications issued from Amsterdam during

the twenty years following 1655 was more con-

siderable and more important than thelist of the

Elzevirs of Leyden during the sameperiod.It is

proper to add, however, that even for the books

of this period many experts give the palm for

typographical excellence to the volumes bearing

the Leyden imprint. The most noteworthy of the

publications of the initial ten years of the new

partnership were the Corpus Juris, published in

folio in 1663, and the French text of the Scriptures

edited by Desmarets,issued in the year 1669.

Eight-point Bookman (Monotype No. 98)

on nine-point body

thirtypicas.Of course, there is seldom a necessity

orjustification for setting type in a longer measure
than thirty ems,or five inches. In this connectionit
may be permissible to offer a method to determine
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THE ART OF SPACING

a pleasing and easily read line-measure for various
faces andsizes of type: from one and a half to two
times the linear width of a lower-case alphabet. In

With England the Elzevirs had important
relations, not only in the matter of buying and
selling books, but in connection with the pub-
lication of a considerable numberof books by
English authors. Some of these publications
were undertakeneither for the account of the
authors or of the English publishers, who were
desirous of securin the advantageofthe Elzevir
typography, which could not at that time be
equalled by the work ofany printers in England.
It was the England of Charles II., of Pepys,
Dryden, Baxter, of which we are speaking.

n Frankfort the Elzevirs instituted, as early
as 1595, a permanentdepotfor their publica-
tions, utilizing their agency as well for the
collection of stock for the retail departments
both of the Leyden and of the Amsterdam
House. Thefirst general catalogue of the books
offered at the Frankfort Fair was printed in
1564, by George Willer, a bookseller of Augsburg.
After 1595, these semi-annual Fair catalogues
always contained an importantrepresentation
of the Elzevir publications. The semi-annual
gatheringsof the booksellers at Frankfort were
maintained,at least in form, during the stormy
period of the Thirty Years’ War (161 1-1648),
although the attendance wasvery small.

Nine-point Caslon (Monotype No. 337) set solid

other words,a line which contains from thirty-nine
to fifty-two characters, including spaces, is a good
line-measure.While unusually long lines are not so
frequently encountered, one does see many pieces
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STRAIGHT MATTER

of composition set in too short a measure,whichis
in many cases just as objectionable as the line that
is overly long. This necessitates many divisions of

The Elzevirs retained in their hands through
several years a fairly large proportion of the
business of supplying Germanywith its foreign
publications, including moreparticularly those
from Holland, England, and France. Mostof
the Germanbooksellers of this period appear to
have been comparatively unenterprising in the
matter of maintaining direct foreign connec-
tions. With Paris, the energetic Louis had taken
pains to open relations almost at the outset of
his business career. Reference is madeas early
as 1692 to a sojourn by Louis in Paris, and to
a privilege extended to him for a term of three
weeks of accepting orders for his books from
the Paris dealers. Under the regulations which
had been established for the French book-trade,
regulations emanating in part from the Uni-
versity that had from an early period assumed
the right to control bookselling, and in part
from the Booksellers’ Guilditself, foreigndealers
could do business only underrestrictions. They
were forbidden either to buy orto sell at the
Fairs of St. Germain andSt. Laurent.

Nine-point Caslon (Monotype No.337)

on ten-point body

wordsat endsoflines, also involving quite little
letter-spacing,either of individual wordsor entire
lines. On the following page welist a few popular
type faces and sizes, with their measures, that will
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THE ART OF SPACING

insure properspacing, and will also makepleasant
reading. Admittedly, these figures are simply given
as guides; a deviation of one or two picas, on any
of these faces or sizes, will not seriously affect the
appearanceofthe finished composition:

BOOKMAN(Monotype): CASLON (Monotype No. 337):
6-point, 11 to 14 picas 7-point, 11 to 15 picas

8-point, 13 to 17 picas 9-point, 13 to 18 picas

10-point, 17 to 22 picas 10-point, 15 to 20 picas v |

12-point, 18 to 25 picas 11-point, 17 to 23 picas

GARAMOND(Foundry): GOUDY OLDSTYLE(Foundry):

6-point, 10 to 14 picas 6-point, 11 to 14 picas

8-point, 12 to 16 picas 8-point, 12 to 16 picas

10-point, 14 to 19 picas 10-point, 15 to 20 picas

12-point, 16 to 21 picas 12-point, 17 to 23 picas

CHELT. WIDE(Linotype): SCOTCH ROMAN(Linotype):

6-point, 12 to 16 picas 6-point, 11 to 15 picas

8-point, 14 to 19 picas 8-point, 13 to 17 picas

10-point, 16 to 21 picas 10-point, 14 to 20 picas

12-point, 18 to 25 picas 12-point, 17 to 24 picas

Reverting back to paragraph indentions.We do
not endorse the practice of starting the paragraphs
flush: that is, without any indention. This style will
often be observedin body matter of broadsides,of
advertisements, folders, booklets. Frequently, ona

broadside or on an advertisement, where the copy
is made upin two,three, or more columns,and the
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STRAIGHT MATTER

paragraphs begin flush, there may not be an equal
number of paragraphs in each column. There may
be four in the first column,three in the second, and
only two paragraphs in the third column. Asflush
paragraphscall for extra leading between them,it
would not be possible to make this added spacing
the samein all three columns. Theassertion that a
block of straight matter is more inviting to the eye
when paragraphsareset apart is not correct. The
type would look just as pleasing if the extra leads
were evenly distributed between all of the lines. A
comparison of the leading on the Goudy Oldstyle
specimens shownonthe following two pageswill
bear out this statement. Whereatall possible,it is
preferable to insert a few sub-heads, so as to break
the monotony of too much body matter. This will
make the copy morevaluable from an advertising
standpoint, and also addcolor to the page.
The definition of that printing term,‘‘leaded,”’is

often misunderstood. Whentype is ordered to be
set leaded,all lines are interspersed with two-point
leads (one-sixth ofa pica). It is not often that either
the buyerspecifies, or the printer inserts, one-point

leads; or, where the typeis to be machine-set, have
it cast on a body whichis one point larger than the
size of type employed.Yet we believe that in many
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instances one-point leading gives a more pleasing

effect to the page, and makesit easier on the eyes
as well, than if that page wereset solid, or opened

The applicationsfor privileges or for copy-
rights submitted by the printer-publishers
were often accompanied by somespecial
reasons whyin each particular case such
a petition should be granted.

Occasionally this was because of the excel-
lence of their printing and their guaranty
that the edition proposed was to possess
special beauty and typographic accuracy;
sometimes they try to secure the highest
grade of scholarship for the text revision
and for the editorial work; again they will
plead poverty or large families to support.

In the year 1493 we have an example of an
application for a privilege being accompa-
nied by a certificate of certain competent
authorities as to the value for the town of
the work to be published. The applicant
was Bernardino de Benaliis, the publica-
tions were works of Beato Guistiniani.

Ten-point Goudy Oldstyle (foundry type)

one-point leaded (refer to page 37)

with the regulation two-point leads.Weinvite the
reader to comparethesix-point solid Bookman (on
page 28) with the page opposite, on a seven-point
body, or one-point leaded. Set solid, the matteris
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STRAIGHT MATTER

difficult to read and seems crowded. On the other
hand, were the page leaded (set on an eight-point

body) it would look too open,and thereby detract

Foreigners madea practice of support-
ing their petitions with letters ofcommen-
dation, coming from the ambassadors of
their ownstates, or of some other of the
foreign ambassadors. The applications or
petitions were not generally granted,and,
occasionally, conditions were attached on
which the continuedvalidity of the privi-
lege was made to depend.

Such conditionsfell into four divisions
concerned with,first, the quality of work
produced, secondly, the speed of its pro-
duction, thirdly, the price at which it was
to be sold, and fourthly, the rights of the
producers,i. e., publishers. As an example

of the first kind can be noted theprivilege
granted to Benaliis, already cited, under
which heis not to publish the works of
Tartagni without those of Guistiniani.

Ten-point Goudy Oldstyle (foundry type)

two-point leaded

from its appearance as muchas whensetsolid.The
one-point leading in this particular case seemsjust
aboutright; it also gives a good impression where
used on someof the other specimens shown.
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THE ART OF SPACING

Wheneverpossible, the instructions for leading
should be given at the time the printer receives the
copy. Handleading is objectionable from different

Thelegislation of the Venetian Republic
in regard to privileges, monopolies, and
copyrights was more continuous and also
more important than that of any Italian
State. In fact, the enactments of many
other States for supervision of printing
and for encouragement and protection of
literary productions were so far similar
to those of Venice (upon which manyof
them had probably been modeled) that
the series of Venetian laws can be taken
as being fairly representative of a general
system that prevailed in Italy during the
fifteenth and the sixteenth centuries. The
requirementsof our subject will, therefore,
be most conveniently met by confining
our record for Italy to a summary of the
copyright legislation of Venice, in place
of undertaking to give all the details for
each Italian city in which printing was
carried on. For the data of this record we
are largely indebted to the very scholarly
treatise of Horatio F. Brown, and entitled
The Venetian Printing Press.

Ten-point Bookman (Monotype No.98)set solid

angles: it increases the cost of composition, and if
monotype or foundry typeis used it increases the
possibility of errors through letters being jumbled
and “‘ pied’while leads are inserted. And especially
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if one-point leads are to be employed,it is an easy
matter occasionally to drop in two one-point leads
betweenthelines, instead of a single point. These

The earliest recorded Venetian privi-
lege, which is also probably the earliest
in Italy, was that of 1469, under which a
monopoly was given to John of Speyer,
for a period of five years, for the printing
of books in Venice. Fortunately for the
development in this city of the art of
printing and the business of publishing,
John died shortly after he secured this
monopoly. Jenson, Nicolas of Frankfort
and their associates wereleft free to push
their printing operations as they saw fit.

In 1501, Aldus obtained a copyright of
ten years’ duration for all works printed
in the cursiveor italic character, of which
he also claimed the invention, and which
possessed the special advantage of being
very compact. The Greek type was said
to have been modeled on the script of
Musurus, as the cursive was a facsimile
of the writing of Boccaccio.

Ten-point Bookman (Monotype No. 98)

on eleven-point body

double leadings have a way of escaping detection
during proofreading or revision, and then bobbing
up either after pages are electrotyped or are on the
press; and sometimesnot eventhen. Besides, many
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THE ART OF SPACING

printing offices do not have a supply of one-point
leads, and use, instead, some makeshift cardboard
strips. Not only are these cards seldom oftheright

After those earlier measures having for
their purpose the encouragement of the new
art of printing,the legislative actions of the
Government of Venice (as of the many
other states wherethe business of publishing
became of importance) were morelargely
concerned with the proper supervision and
regulation of the Press for the safety of
the interests of State and Church (strange
as that may now seem) than with the pro-
tection of literary property.

Asin the case of the privileges, the cen-
sorship was, for something morethan half
a century, that is, from 1469 to 1528, car-
ried on withoutthe aid of any generallaw,
and it was based simply upon practice or
uponaseries of precedents evolved from the
individual action taken by the Government
in each instance as it arose. Responsibility
rested with the Council of Ten, whichin its
capacity as a standing committee of safety,
assumed charge of the community morals.

Eleven-point Caslon Old Face (Linotype)set solid

thickness, but they make the page spongy,causing
trouble when a form is being locked up; also, they
are usually not pushed downsufficiently, resulting
in ‘“‘work-ups’’ when form is put on the press.
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For the foregoing reasons (and for manyothers
not enumerated)all copy should be cast up before
it is set up; that is, the size and style of type to be

The censorship of the Press in Venice, as
elsewhere, was concerned with threedistinct

aspects or phases of literature: the religious,
the moral (this included the political), and
the purely literary. Morality was considered
from both the public standpoint andthepri-
vate or personal point of view, the former
including the safety of the State.

‘The operation of the censorship law was
marked by the presence of an tmprimatur
or record of authorizations. As has already
been noted, the applications for a privilege
were occasionally accompaniedbya certifi-
cate or a testamur from certain competent
authorities, who had examined the work in

question and whowerewilling to certify as
to the book’s soundness and importance. An
ecclesiastical testamur appears in one book
issued by Jenson in Venice in 1480.

Eleven-point Caslon Old Face (Linotype)

on twelve-point slug

used decided upon beforehand,so that the correct
amount of copy can be prepared for the available
space. Adversely, where prepared copy cannot be
altered, type size, and whethersolid or leaded, can
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THE ART OF SPACING

be determined in advance. This practice should be
followed onadvertisements, folders and booklets
in particular, so that the printer's proof is not only

Onevery material advantage which was
enjoyed by the Elzevir family as compared
with other families whose names belong to
the record ofpublishing, was the continued
vitality of the family itself, a vitality which
ensured the carrying on of the work of the
houseeffectively through three generations.
In each one of the two generations which
succeeded that of Louis the founder, there
were from twoto five representatives who
had theinterest and theability to continue
the special work which had brought fame
to the family. Such a persistency of family
purpose and ofliving representatives ofthe
family able to carry out such purpose has
beenparalleled in but few other instances.
The Rivingtons ofLondon and the House
of Murray are twoofthe oldest publishing
houses in England, both of them having
been founded over a century ago.

Twelve-point Cloister Oldstyle (foundry type)

set solid

acceptable from the typographical standpoint, but
to minimize alteration cost as well. If an advertiser
cannot conveniently cast up his copy, that should
then be requested of the printer.before any typeis
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STRAIGHT MATTER

set; or, on a booklet, for example, have the printer
try a few paragraphs, or evenset a page,for style
approval. So often, where it was intendedto set a

The Houseestablished in Antwerp,in
1555, by Christophe Plantin secured for
itselfhigh distinction amongtheprinter-
publishersofthe sixteenth century, and,
as well for the beauty and importance of
the productionsofits presses, as for the
wonderful length of its business history
it must always hold an honorable place
in the record of the great publishers of
the world. Plantin’s labors as a pioneer
were notso difficult, nor so importantas
those of some ofhis great predecessors,
such as Aldus, Badius, Estienne, Froben.

At the time that Plantin printedhisfirst
book (1555), a century had elapsed since
Gutenberg had begun his work, and the
technical difficulties which had beset the
earlier printers had been overcome.

Twelve-point Garamond(foundry type)

one-point leaded

piece of copy leaded,it has to beleft solid because
the space available does not permit the type being
so handled; frequently the time elementinterferes
and makes anyfurther changes impossible.
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One of the many important points to be keptin
mind in connection with the leading of job or body
type is the face size of the type to be employed, as

From the middle of the sixteenth
century, until the time of the great
catastrophes brought on during the
revolt of Netherlands, the “Spanish
fury” of 1576, and the great siege of
1585, Antwerp was prosperous, and
in the wide range of its commercial
relations, it was perhaps, the leading
city of Europe. While the enterprise
and the genius for commerceof the
Netherlands had broughtinto their
handsa very large proportion of the
trade of the world, the people were
far from being merely traders. Their
active-mindedness and great energy
caused them to bekeenly interested
in intellectual pursuits.

Twelve-point Goudy Oldstyle (foundry type

two-point leaded

distinguished from the body size. Compare,if you
will, the eight-point Century Expanded, on pages
30 and 31, with the identical size of Bookman (see
pages 32 and 33).Where the Bookmanletter, with
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its smaller face, seems well spaced with one-point
leads separatingits lines, the Century Expanded, a
larger face, really demands a two-pointleading to

At thetime that Plantin settled
in Antwerp, Belgium had a large

Protestant population, while the
relations of that city with villages

of the Northern provinces were
active and intimate. The Univer-
sity of Louvain supplied scholarly

co-operation which was so essen-
tial for the publishing undertak-
ings of that particular time, while
several scholars who,later, found

themselves with the manyexiles
in Leyden or in Amsterdam, were
at the time living in Antwerp, and
were then largely associated with
the work of the printing press.

Twelve-point Goudy Bold (foundry type)

three-point leaded

obtain the maximum legibility. Incidentally, here is
another angle to this face-size question worthy of
note. The nine-point Caslon, pages 34 and 35, has
approximately as manycharactersto a line as the
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THE ART OF SPACING

eight-point Century. The nine-on-ten Caslonis to
be preferred to the eight-on-ten Century:it gives a
more pleasing page appearance. The Caslon, thus
spaced, holds together, that is, the lines blend into
one another; on the Century page the lines appear
stringy, due to the chopped off descenders. When
available, type of a point larger body, having long
descenders, could be used instead of a smaller size
with short descenders, In this connection welist a
few of the popular fonts with long descenders: on
the Monotype are Caslon No. 337, Garamont, and
Goudy Modern;onthe Linotype, Bodoni, Bodoni
Book, Caslon Old Face; and in foundry faces, the
Caslon 471, the Bodonis, Baskerville, Cloister Bold
and Oldstyle, Garamond, Garamond Bold. Any of
the above fonts will stand closer line-spacing than

those faces with short descenders. Weshould also
keep in mind the word-spacing on small and large
faces: four-to-em spaces to be employed on fonts
with long descenders, and the regulation three-em
spaces onall other faces.This space variation was
followed on the twelve-point Cloister, Garamond
and Goudypages. Notealso that the twelve-point
Goudy Bold was three-point leaded, as bold faces
look more legible whenthe lines are set somewhat
further apart than on light-face composition.
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INITIAL LETTERS

ANYarticles have been penned anent
the correct usesofinitial letters, both
plain and decorative, on composition
of book pagesand in the typography

of advertising literature in general. What has been
said covers the problemsinvolved in an attempt to
obtain shape, tone and color harmony as between
text and initials; when and where to use them, and

whento avoidinitials. While the right positioning
of the initial, and the placing of the proper amount
of white space at the side and bottom thereof, have
received a moreorless perfunctory consideration
at the handsof various authors, we are concerned
with stressing these important space elements. No
matter how carefully chosen the initial may be (as
regards its appropriateness for the subject treated
or its harmonywith the type-face used),if it is not
properly fitted into the ‘‘type mortise,that it may
blend into and becomeanintegral part of the page
itself, then efforts are wasted. The appearanceof a

plain or decorativeinitial letter is often marred by
the careless handling of the type aroundit. A little
more attention given to this phase of composition

will prove effort well spent and rewarded.
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THE ART OF SPACING

In each one of the examples shown throughout
this chapter, we give the usual and rather unusual
method oftreating the space alongside and below
initials; also, the ordinary and the not so ordinary

UMEROUSauthorshave
written largely both in re-
gards to parchmentandto
paper; butwe will endeavor
to comprise, in a few pages,

the substance of what they have pub-
lished in as many volumes.

EARLYall we know aboutit
(when paper was invented),
is that the Chinese have had
the use of paper from time

immemorial. They still excel all other
nations in the manufactureofit, so far
as relates to fineness and texture.

Twelve-point Caslon 471; upper paragraphsolid;

lower, one-point leaded; Caslon O.5S.initials

wayof positioning initials. ‘The most common and
most objectionable misuse of space aroundinitials
is below them. The upper paragraph above shows
excessive space underneaththeinitial. Very often
the reason forthis space is due to the presence of
a shoulder along the bottom ofa typeinitial, or on
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INITIAL LETTERS

a zinc or an electrotypedinitial. There seems to be
an aversion to trimming this excess metal from the
typeinitial, or to shaving the platedinitial flush at
right and bottom. The zinc or electro, when either

HILEsilk is supposed to be an
ingredient in manufacturing
the best Chinese paper, com-
mon paper is made in China

from the young bamboo, the inner bark
of the mulberry, and othertrees, and from
the skin which is to be found in the web
of the silk worm as well.

EREAS in China paper is made
from a variety of ingredients,in
Japanit is manufactured mainly
from the bark of trees grown in

that country. Kempfer describes four, but
the best paper is made of the bark of the
true papertree, and whichis called in the
language of the Japanese, kaadsi.

Ten-point Goudy Oldstyle; both paragraphs

one-point leaded; GoudyO.S.initials

is used, should be sweated onto a metal base, and
trimmed flush all around;this will also give a more
accurate piece of material for the compositor, as a
woodbaseis seldom square andtrue. In the lower
paragraph on the opposite page we have “‘cut’’ the
first word downto small caps, opened upthelines
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THE ART OF SPACING

with one-point leads, and thus obtained alignment
of initial and text. Small caps, or full caps of a size
or even two sizes smaller than the text, invariably
look better, because not so conspicuous, than caps

OW and when paper was origi-
nally made in Japan is unknown,
perhaps the art camefrom China.
The Japanese paperis of great

strength; and, it is said, the materials which
compose it might be manufactured into ropes;
one kindofit is suitable for bed hangings, and
even fit for wearing apparel.

ENCE,in Egypt,westernAsia,and
the civilized parts of Europe,it is
probable,paper was unknowntill
long after it was discovered and

used in China. The ancients wrote on stones,
bricks, the leaves oftrees, and flowers, the rind
or bark of trees, tables of wood covered with
wax, and on ivory,plates of lead, etc.

Ten-point Kennerley; both paragraphs one-point

leaded; Foruminitials

of the text or body type; andalso,their use permit
the initial to be dropped from oneto fourpoints,if
necessary,so thatit will line up with the bottom of
the final line of reading alongside (any descending
letters should drop below theinitial).When these
small caps or smaller full caps are used, the top of
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INITIAL LETTERS

the initial letter should line up with the tops of the
characters of thefirst word, and nofraised to align
with the tops of the text-type ascenders. On page
fifty-one we see another specimen of oft-recurring

NDOUBTEDLY,according

to Varro, paper was not made

from the Egyptian papyrus un-
til about the time that Alexan-

der the great built Alexandria.The papyrus
was a large rushorreed that grew in Egypt

to the heightofseveral feet.

SUALLYthey,the Egyptians,
began their paper-making with

lopping off the two extremities
of the papyrus, to wit, the head

and root, these being of no use to a manu-

facturer; the remaining stem they thenslit
lengthwise, into two equal parts.

Twelve-point Cloister; both paragraphs one-point

leaded; Cloister Title initials

violation in spacing.When typeinitials F,T,V,W
andY are used, the second and succeedinglines of
type should notbe indented, but instead align with
the first capital letter alongside of theinitial. In the
re-setting we also permitted the upperleft serif to
project into the margin four points, as this lessens
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the amountof white space at sides of the W; and
here we also changed overfrom caps to small caps
for the balance of the initial word. The following
page (52) gives a sample of unpardonable offense
  

 

  

\ (SERNHIEN from each ofthese
kal two parts of the stem [in
US| paper-making] they took
a7) the thin scaly pellicles, of

whichit consisted, with a
needle point or a knife.The innermost
pellicles were considered the best.

Seg HESEvarious qualities of
re]ioe- pellicles were kept apart,

eq] and constituted different

sorts of paper. Thepelli-
A oie were then placed on

a table, and laid over each other trans-

versely, so they formed right angles.

Twelve-point Cloister Bold; top paragraphsolid;

lower, one-point leaded; Cloister initials

in composition: starting a paragraph alongside an

initial; while beginning one directly underit is just
as objectionable. Wherethe copyleads off with a
short paragraph,the next one should be run in with
the first. In the lower paragrapha size larger small
caps wereusedto align with the top ofinitial.
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Thedifference between the two paragraphs on
page 53 is only in the placing ofinitial U: the lower
one extendsfour points into the margin,so that the
vertical elementof theinitial lines up with theleft

HE FIBRESwere then
glued together by the
waters of the Nile, and
put under a press so as

produce adhesion. A paste madeof
wheat flour was used if the water
and pressure proved ineffectual.

HE SHEETSwould then again be
pressed, and after that dried
by the sun; they were then

flattened and smoothedbybeating
them with a mallet, after that they
becamesheets of paper.

Twelve-point Bookman; both paragraphs

one-point leaded; Bookman initials

end of type lines underneath.In the top paragraph
this initial appears to be slightly indented, though
it is actually flush at the left. On the opposite page
we have another example of badinitial positioning
often encountered.Alongside an ornamentalinitial
the type mustline up with the outside edge of the
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ornament, and notline up with theletteritself. As
noted, the lower specimenis one-point leaded, and
the balance ofthe first word is ten-point instead of
twelve. With referenceto the initial on preceding

IFFERENT,quite varied
in fact, were those books
as then manufactured: as
varied as the materials of
which they were made.

Whenbark was introduced,it was rolled
up, so as to be removedwithease.

etails are lacking, buttheroll
wascalled volumen, volume;
the name was continued to
written rolls of parchment

and paper, which were composedofsev-
eral sheets fastened to each other, rolled
on a stick, called an umbilicus.

Twelve-point Garamond; both paragraphs

solid; Vanity initials

page: the scroll or flourish of a typeinitial should
in most cases hang in the margin. This particularT
would of course look better if printed in color,as it
is somewhatheavy,although harmoniousin design
with the type. Another wayof handling thisinitial
would be to haveit line up with thefirst line, as in
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the upper paragraph, but to project it into theleft
margin, as shownin the lowerset-up. The Vanity
initial D, on opposite page (and,in fact, any other
ornamentalletter of similar design), calls for round

HENextended, the complete
volume might make a yard
and a halfin widthandfifty
feet in length. The form that

obtains among usis the square, made up
of individual leaves or sheets; this form
was known,butlittle used, by ancients.

estern nations, in making up
pages, run thelines from left
to right; and others, the Greeks
as an example, followed either

direction, alternately going in the oneand
returning in the other; in some, as in the
Chinese, they run from top to bottom.

Twelve-point GoudyItalic; upper paragraphsolid;

lower, one-point leaded; Vanityinitials

and flowing letters to hook up with it, and for that
reason the capsin the upper group appeartoostiff
and unyielding. There is no law forbidding the use
of lower-case for the balance of a word alongside
an initial letter. This method wasalso followed in
the lower paragraph onthis page. Here especially
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the lower-case letters seem to blend well with the
initial. Aside from this change, wesloped thelines
on this last paragraph, so that the type follows the
contourof the initial more closely. This practice is
particularly adapted for use with italic type.
Wewould like to mention oneotherinstance of

initial fitting often ignored: with typeinitials A or
L the balance ofthe first word should beset close
to top ofinitial, thus avoiding the gap between the
upperpart of the letter and the outer edgeofinitial
proper. [his would of course necessitate mortising
the initial. The otherlines next the initial should be
aligned in the same mannerasis regularly done.
While, as was noted in the opening paragraphs

of this chapter,we are here not so much concerned
with several other problemsinvolvedwhereinitial
letters are employed, wedid try to secure harmony

between the type andinitials. With the type-faces
on some of these specimensotherinitials might be
used: a Casloninitial with Goudy Oldstyle, though
there is not that contrast between light and heavy
elements in the Goudyface present in Caslon. The
Forum and Cloister Title initials might possibly be
transposed, though here again the Forum,withits
more decorative qualities, blends well with similar
characteristics existing in the Kennerley type.
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BOOK MARGINS

EFOREtackling the question of just what
the margins of a book should be, or how
margins are to be determined, we wish to
state our reason for including this subject

in a volume on spacing. Apparently, book margins
havelittle connection with spacing as such, butin
apportioning these margins weare handling white
space, and thepleasing distribution of this space is
our concern. Just as an otherwise well-handled job
of printing may be spoiled by poordistribution of
space betweenlines or groupsof lines comprising
a page, so the efforts put into a well-printed book
can easily be nullified by poorly proportioned and
frequently inadequate margins.Where the average
book often errs is in having foot margins too small
or outside margins which are too narrow.

Whatweshould principally keep in mind when
thinking of book margins is that when a volumeis
held open (our remarks of course refer to booklets
as well), the two facing pages constitute and are to
be considered as a unit; in other words, as though
the two pages were simply two columnsof a single
piece of typography. For that reason, the spacing
between the two pages (the back margins) should
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=nt roman types in use during the fifteenth
entury, the superiority of the Italian if s
arked that, with the exception of the firs

French type, the rest, from this point gf view,
maybe neglected. Almostall the ronfan types
jused in Italy until late in the seyenties, are
either beautiful or at least interesting, and it
s remarkable that someof the snost beautiful
are found in small placeslike agli, Mondovi,
iterbo, and Aquila,or in thé handsofobscure

printers, such as the self-yaught priest Clem4
ente of Padua, who worked at Venice in 1471.
he pre-eminence of Yenson’s fountis indis4

putable, though he gften did it injustice by
is poor presswork/ But those used by John

and Wendelin of Speier, and at a later date by
Antonio Miscorfini, were also rather good,as
ere also several founts used at Rome.
After the/year 1480 Romantypesin Italy

enter on aecondstage. They no longer have
he appedrance of being founded directly on

handwyiting. Doubtless the typecutters were
bo uséd to their work that they no longen
eeded models, but designed new types accord,
g to their own ideas. Naturally the letterg
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ess ‘charm, and the ordinary close-set Vene
iar\type of the latter part of the centuryis
singularly dull. Even the large roman used b
Aldus to print the Hypnerotomachia Poliphils
s no reakexception, as the letters are narro
for their height. A far finer fount is the large
text type usdd by the Silbers at Rome, on bot
sides of 1500\This is well proportioned anc
beautifully rouhd, and it is surprising that it
has not yet been \mitated.
When wepass from roman to gothic types

there is a bewildering\field from which we.can
choose. Here again dul commercialism gained
the upper hand about hy80, and toward the
pnd of the century an ugly upright text-type
pf 80 mm. to twenty lines) with a fantastia
headline type of twiceits size)or little more
found its way all over Germayy. But types
possessing a twenty-line measurement ranging
round 120 mm., suchas those of Péter Schoef,
fer or the Printer of Henricus Ariminensis, are
very often extraordinarily handsome. Both of
Schoeffer’s earlier small types and the\smal
type ofUlrich Zell at Cologne are engagmgly
neat, and at the opposite end there is the mag:  
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THE ART OF SPACING

approximate, when combined, the width of one of
the two outside margins. Concerning the head and
foot margins: for the same reason that practically
every piece of composition looks better whenitis
thrown abovecenter, book pageswill also appear
better if the lower margins exceed those at top.
Wewill assume that the format of the bookis to

be based on the generally accepted dimensions: as
close to a ratio of three to two as possible; a page
size, for example,of six by nine inches, or seven by
ten and a half inches. The type-page area ought to
be about the same proportions:for the six by nine
page, twenty-six by thirty-nine ems; for the seven
by ten and a half page,thirty by forty-five ems.

Asis true of other typographic problems, there
exists quite a variance of opinion among those ina

position to speak withauthority, on the subjects of
format, type-page areas, and correct margins. But
the consensus ofthis opinion is as stated above: a
ratio of three to twofor the paper page andfor the
type dimensions(type area to be about one-halfof
paperarea); and as to margins: the back margin to
be smallest of the four, next the head margin, then
the outside margin, and the foot margin the largest
of them all. How to determine what these margins
ought to be is another perplexing subject. Certain
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authorities apportion marginsin this wise: if back
margin is four picas, the outside margin should be
half again as much,orsix picas; the margin at top
would befive, and the bottom margin seven and a
half picas.While this may be a good planto follow
say ona six by nine inch book,it hardly serves asa
safe guide for a book of any othersize.
The method employed on the specimens shown

herewith, and which wasalso used in determining
the margins of The Art ofSpacing, was to draw a
line diagonally across the sheet (see the preceding
pages); then wearrived at the type-line length by
figuring aboutfive-seventhsof the page width (the
sample pages measure twenty-one and a half picas
wide, the typeis set to fifteen ems); next a piece of
paper wascutto fifteen by twenty-two ems(depth
practically one a half times the width), and placed
on the paper with the diagonalline. The points at
which the type corners met the drawnline on the
paper determinedthe pageposition, having keptin
mind the gradations from back to foot margin.

In order to make this methodasplain as possible
to the reader, we madeetchingsof the facing type
pages. The lines around the type and the diagonal
lines across it were drawndirectly on the proofs of
the original set-up, from which etchings on copper
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AS
not so noticeable in single characters as in a printed page. In
addition to these Caslons with short descenders there are other
light toned type faces of that name, known as“ Recut,” which
are sharper and more regular in their construction. These may
be classified as Caslon in name, butscarcely in fact.

Nor should the advantages of Caslon OldStyle italics be
overlooked by typographers. Although theset of the capitals
appears rather wide as compared with the lower-case, Caslon
Old Style Italic No. 471 (and prototypes) is nevertheless one
of the mostbeautiful and graceful type faces. Certain technical
difficulties forbade the roundingoutoftheitalic characters,and

thus Caslon’s types display 2 certain difference as between the
coman and theitalic. The spirit of Caslon’s italic face is mote
in the direction of freedom, and possesses an elegance and a
consistency ofits own.With the No.471 twelve swash capitals,
designed byT.M. Cleland, are supplied (in separate fonts) with
each bodysize from six to forty-eight point. They are properly
employed as initials oras first letters ofwords set in upper and
lower-case, but should not be used in the center of a word. -

Word spacing ofmatter set in Caslon type should be close,
whether the matter is solid or leaded. The chief reason for this
is that the Caslon letter is not only somewhat condensed and
closely fitted, but the face is quite small in comparison with the
body. For example, some eight point moderns are as large of
face as the eleven point Caslon No. 471. The eighteen point
capital of Lining Caston is as large as the twenty-two point of
the original. Four-to-em spaces should be used between words
to obtain the mostsatisfactory effect of the type in mass. The
original Caslon does not requireleading to makeit legible, as
the long descenders automatically provide a sufficient amount
of space between thelines, marked by the lowletters.

re5609  
 

Page from J. L. Frazier’s “Type Lore.’ Depth and marginsare near those

based upon the diagonal, the folio and running head being in the margin.
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CASLON OLD FACE
Mergenthaler Linotype Compeny

ABCDEFGH
IJKLMNOP
QORSTUVWX

Quousque tandem abutere, Catilina,
patientia nostra? quamdiu nos etiam
furor iste tuus eludet? quem ad finem
sese effrenata jactabit audacia?nihil-
ne te nocturnum praesidium palatii,
nihil urbis vigiliae, nihil timor pop-
uli, nihil consensus bonorum omni-

t¢ POINT

Quousque tandem abutere, Catilina,
patientia nostra?quamdiu nos etiam
furor tste tuus eludet?guem adfinem
sese effrenata jactabit audacia?nihil-
ne te nocturnum praesidium palatsi,
inthe urbis vigiliae, nihil timor pop-

abcdefghijkIlm
nopqrstuvwxyz
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Note that this display page,as a title-page also should be,is lined up with

the initial line of the text-matter of the companion page, shown opposite.
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were made to preserve the delicate strokes of the
type as muchaspossible; zinc etchings would not
look quite as clear. The type used on the examples
is Monotype Caslon No. 337, nine-on-ten.

Asreferred to in the chapter ontitle pages, the
running head as well as the folio, if at bottom of a
page, are not considered as belonging to the type
area when apportioning page margins. Ascenders

in the first as well as descendersin thelast line are
likewise thrown into the margins.Wherefull-page
illustrations are run in with the text, they should be
aligned with thefirst line, and not with the running
head; captions underneathplates,if they consist of
but twoorthreelines, to run in the foot margin.

Obviously,it is not always possible to have the
type page exactly the depth desired; that is, there
may be a two to ten-point fluctuation, depending
on size of type employed, and on how widely lines
are set apart. Toillustrate: you desire a type page
twenty bythirty picas; if the face be twelve-point
Garamond,leaded, twenty-six lines would measure
thirty picas and twopoints, less the ascenders and
descendersin thefirst and last lines, making seven
points; thus the page, for marginal purposes,would
be five points less than thirty picas; in that case the
pageis better left short, instead of addinga line.
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OING somewhatdeeperinto the subject
of margins,we come upon an important

phase of spacedistribution: the distance
separating paper, border and type. Like

so many of our spacing elements, this one is sadly
neglected. Onfolders, booklets, announcements or
advertisements the pleasing division of all margins
referred to above will often enhance considerably
the appearance of these completed jobs.

It is really a question of correct proportion:that
pleasing inequality betweenparts of the well-made
piece of typography which avoids monotony.All
that is needed to appreciate this truism is to study
the specimenset-up on the succeeding page. Here
we havea fair example of this pleasing inequality
between paper edge, type and border margins, the
attractiveness of which is increased by comparing
it with the facing page. Thefirst defect on page 69
to strike the observeris the distance from edge of
paper(indicated by the dotted rules) to the outside
border. In determining the proper amountof space
to put aroundthe outside of a page border, paper
size must naturally be taken into consideration. On
the page underdiscussion this outer margin is too
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THE KELMSCOTT PRESS

& WILLIAM MORRIS

cAchievement

OSTassuredly there was no conscious
Melement of“propaganda” in Morris’

determination to begin the printing
of books. Looked at in retrospect, however,it
wouldreally seem as though there must have
been something more than just a coincidence
in his turning at this time to the one art not
yet practisedby him,and bending his powers
to its mastery.In all ofthe other domestic arts
he had proven by personal effort that skilled
work mightstill be done if but honestly and
withoutreservation attempted. A long, hard
experience had shown him that preaching was
relatively ineffective, and agitation a waste of
time, in face of an apathetic populace and an
unreformed environment; andhis disillusion
in this regard had already been completed by
the disruption of the Socialist League,and the
collapse ofthe Commonweal. His temperament
forbade his participation in party maneuvring
andpolitical intrigue on the one hand,or in
so-called gas and water Socialism on the other.
That which he did must be donein thelight
of day, without compromise or diplomacy.  
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THE KELMSCOTT PRESS
& WILLIAM MORRIS

Achievement

Nonowadays can dispute the
eat reality of his contributions

to thebeauty oflife, or cavil at the claim
that his influence on taste and thought
has been widespread as well as perma-
nent. “The last twenty-five years of the
nineteenth century will always remain
a memorable period,if only by reason
of the artistic revival which has distin-
guished it above its fellows,” wrote A.
L. Cotton. “If, indeed, we are still far
from havingattained the ideal looked
forwardto byWilliamMorris,thatUto-
pian commonwealth in which workers
shall be artists and our artists workmen,
at least the first difficulty has been over-
come, and theinitial step taken in the
right direction. .... Despite ourselves,
erhaps, our opinions in matters ofart

fave undergonesteady revolution.The
changehas been largely imperceptible,
but has beenlastingin effect.”   
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large for the page size, thus reducing the type area
and makingthe line measure shorter than it should
be for this width. On the left-hand page the border
is only one pica larger each way,still the six-point
difference in outer marginsis sufficient to make the
one appearjust aboutright, while the other border
seems to be intended for a smaller size page.
The next point to focus attention on is the space

on either side of the inner rule border. On the one
pagethis rule splits the space separating type and
border exactly in two, giving to the page a certain
sameness which is monotonous, while on the other
page the rule joins with the decorative borderinto
a pleasing combination. Further on in this chapter
we refer to our reason for varying the borders on
these two pages, and those on pages 72 and 73.

It may be arguedthat this same border could be
placedstill closer to the paper edge without doing
any harm,but if that were done,and the type set a
pica wider, we would have that same“displeasing
equality” of margins both sides of the combination
borderthat is now evident on the preceding page
either side of the plain rule border. Besides, thereis
in this connection a very important point to keep in
mind: a border,like aninitial letter, is intended asa

part of the type page;it acts as a frame for the type

ei/Drae
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matter, and should not hang detachedin the space
between edge of paper and type. The necessity for
this so-called adhesion of border to type seems to
be overlooked by hosts of compositors and layout
men, and wesee as result thoseill-proportioned
pages, with an excess of space between border and
type, as comparedto the distance which separates
border and paper. Page 68, set two ems wider than
its companion page,also madepossible better line
spacing; and,incidentally, this page has two more
lines than page 69, which, coupled with the length
of line, makes it the more pleasing of the two from
a standpoint of shape harmony with papersize.
Of course, here as elsewhere in our typographic

construction, discretion must be used.Alarge, open
letter like Goudy Oldstyle should have more space
separating type and border than is necessary when
using the Cooperor Cloister Oldstyle. This would
automatically result if the type style and size were
selected with an eye to their width and spread, so
that on a pageset in ten-point Goudy Oldstyle, for
example, the paper width could be practically half
an inch wider than on the samesize of Cloister, as
on page 68.This deduction is based on thefact that
the same average numberof charactersto theline
of the Goudy would require a sixteen-em instead of
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The Kelmscott Press and William Morris
 

PRIVATE

Tehad been private
presses in England be-
fore Morris began his,

butnotanyofthem seriously
influenced the general prac-
ticeofthe printing of books.
Walpole’sbooks[Strawberry
Hill] were neither better nor
worse than those ofthe trade
printers ofhis time.TheRev.
Mr.Daniels of Oxford,who
was Morris’s immediate pre-
decessor,although ambitious
and far more successful, was
himselfcontentwithreviving
the seventeenth century Fell
types,and taking what paper
and ink he could find upon
the market. Not anybodytill
Morris had returned to the
origin of book-printing, had
attacked the many problems
of planning and making the
bookas awhole andindetail,
orstudiedthose contributory
crafts—the designing,cutting
and casting of type, making
ofthe paper, and so on—and
eitherpractised themhimself
or directed or supervised the  

PRESSES

practice by other men, with
a comprehensiveeyeto their
function andvalueas factors
telling towards the success or
the failure of the book. Let
the importance ofhis materi-
al triumphs be belittled, the
beautyofhis books disputed,
or the validityofhis teaching
by practice or precept be de-
nied, there would yet remain
to his credit that he was the
pioneer in theserespects,and
a pioneer whoinspired many
notable successors to attempt
and achieve great things that
were unthinkabletill he had
shown them to be within the
limits of practicability. Here
it would be an impertinence
to appraise the work or dis-
criminate between the merits
ofprivate and pseudo-private
presseswhichhavecontinued
to keep open the road ofex-
periment and improvement
inaugurated by Morris. But
at no period have there been
so manyefforts to cope with
the printer’s problems.   
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The Kelmscott Press and William “Morvis
 

PRIVATE PRESSES

printing industry in gen-
eral, the change wrought

by Morrisis evident,real and
wide-spread, though not by
any means universal. While
muchbetter book-printingis
being donethan in the days
before The Kelmscott Press,

the forces of reaction are as
powerful as ever, and indeed
have been reinforced by cer-
tain well-intentioned reform-
ers; there are serious abuses
to be remedied,stupidities to
be overcome,errors to be cor-

rected, and this will continue
so until manyotherevils are
redressed. But there isn’t any
plausible reason, other than
those afforded by ignorance
or by inertia, whystill more
goodandalso farbetterbook
printing should not now and
at once be done, even under
present conditions.

Ofcourse, the commercial
book-printer must continue
to be handicapped, though
he need notbe paralysed, by

I: ONE considers the book these conditions, andit also
would obviously be unfair to
demandthat he should meet
the productions ofa private
press in quality, working in
freedomfrom therestrictions
of the market-place. Forhim
to aim at a standard higher
than that which prevails is to
incur the contemptuous en-
mity, and invite the imitative
price-cutting competition, of
those for whom there is not
a nobler incentive than that
ofmoney-snatching.Andthe
public taste, although better
than it was, is too uncertain
to impose a definite level of
excellence, below which level
his printing might onlyfall
at his peril; nor can he count
upon the continued support
of more than a tasteful and
an intelligent minority ofthe
publishers. While he might,
and often does, make a place
for himself, he is uneasy and
conscious thathispublic may
only give temporary support
becauseheis “different.”
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a fourteen-em measure, and the other em (totaling
three picas, or half an inch) could be evenly divided
betweenthe inner andoutersides of the border.

Reverting now to the two-column specimens on

the preceding pages. The noticeable defect on the
right page is the unpleasant uniformity of margins
on both sides of the border; note how much more
pleasing the margins on page 72 appear. The next
point to which attention is directed depicts a very
commonfault: too much space separating the type
columns. Thoughthereis only a difference of four
points, the two columns on page 72, with inclusion
of the columnrule, appear as a unit; on page 73 the
columnslook detached, thus giving a disconnected
effect to the page. Invariably, when a borderis put
around the two-columnpageit is better to place a
column rule down the center; where the borderis
omitted there would be more margin between type
and paper edge, and the two type columns would
give a unified effect without the columnrule.
On many two-column magazine pages, eighteen

points, or one and half picas, constitute a pleasing
columnseparation. Naturally, printers do not care
for this make-up: it gives an uneven measure (two

sixteen-em columns,for instance,plus the eighteen
points downthecenter, will total thirty-three and

wu4ye
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a half picas), and therefore necessitates cutting half
measure spacing material, and makes it somewhat
harder to determine imposition margins. Here also
much dependson typesize and width, and whether
set solid or leaded.The two pages underdiscussion
wereset in eight-point Cloister Oldstyle, one-point
leaded.If this matter wereset solid, the columns on
the page with the rule in center could safely be two
points closer, andstill not appear crowded. Before
proceeding to the program pages shown,wewould
like to direct attention to the sub-heading ‘‘ Private
Presses;althoughthere is only a difference of two
points, or one lead, note how excessive the space
appears belowthis line on page 73, in comparison
with that on the opposite page. Which emphasizes
anew the need for watching this element of proper
space distribution, and on which morewill be said
further along. The main head in the two pagesalso
offers a comparisonin spacing:there is a difference
of but six points in these line lengths, yet the right
hand heading appears rather wide spaced.
The Rosenthal program pagespresenta slightly

different problem from those already discussed. In
the set-up on the right the composers’ names seem
detached from the program items, there being too
much space in between, and not enoughseparating
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' Moriz ROSENTHAL |
Piano Recital, May 7, 1926

Pap i

PROGRAM

Hungarian Rhapsody, No.2 .. . Liszt

Marche Militaire . . . . Schubert-Tausig

Sonata, A flat, op.39...... . Weber

Allegro Andante Prestissimo Rondo

Wanderer Fantasia, op. 15 . . . Schubert

The Lindentree...... Schubert-Liszt

Three songs without words Mendelssohn

Carnaval,op.9....... . Schumann

Sonata No.3 ........... Grieg

KNABE PIANO USED

Seats $1.10, $1.65, $2.20, tax included, at the box office   
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MORIZ ROSENTHAL| |
Piano Recital, May 7, 1926 3

CRD

PROGRAM

Hungarian Rhapsody, No.2 . . . . Liszt

Marche Militaire . . . . . Schubert-Tausig

- Sonata, A flaop.39 . . . . . «. Weber

Allegro Andante Prestissimo Rondo

Wanderer Fantasia,op.15 . . . . Schubert

The Lindentree Schubert-Liszt

Three songs without words . . Mendelssohn

Carnaval,op.9 . . . . . . Schumann

Sonata No.3 . . . . . Grieg

KNABE PIANO USED
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Seats $1.10, $1.65, $2.20, tax included, at the box office   
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the type and border. By reducing the measure two
and a half picas, and setting periods an en instead
of an em apart, cohesion was achieved; the color
tone of the page wasalso improved byplacing the
periodscloser together, avoiding the wide gaps so
apparent on the other page. Wherethe measureis
wider, and the type is of a more open and rounded
character, an em quad betweenperiodsis not only
permissible butis really required. The type-face on
these pages is foundry Garamondwithitsitalic.
While actually foreign to our subject,we varied

the borders on The Kelmscott Press pages for the
purpose of demonstrating what a strong influence
the selection of an inharmonious borderreally has
on a page's appearance. The decorative border on
page 69 dominates through the weight and nature
of its design:it is too heavy and overly ornamental
for that $ize page, whereas the border on page 68
is of the proper weight to blend with the type, and
as a result does not draw undueattention. On page
73 the rule borderis also too heavy for the size and
face of type used, while the lighter one on opposite
page addssufficient decoration, the slight wavein
its design breaking the monotonyofa plain rule.If
printed in a pleasing color, the heavier borderrule

would of course not be so objectionable.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

UNDREDS,and notinfrequently some
thousands, of dollars are expended ona
single publication advertisement. Often
hundreds are devotedto copy,art work

and plates alone, not even considering the cost of
advertising space. The actual typographic portion

of most of these periodical advertisements receives
the least attention, yet the advertiser's messageis
often of such importance that its success depends
upontheinterest it arouses in a reader. And before
the reader's interest can be obtained, his attention
must be secured; which brings up our problem: so
to treat the typographic section of advertisements
that the maximum attention-value is imparted.
Through the sample advertisements reproduced

herewith we will endeavor to demonstrate what an
important part the handling of spacing in its many
formsplays in arousing this readerinterest. For the
veryreason that in the majority of advertisements
the type part is givenlittle space, comparatively,it
behoovesusto utilize that space to advantage, and
to give the typography the attention necessary to
obtain best results. Reduction of several specimens
was unavoidable, due to our limited space.
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Designs—all
in Good Taste

TEL tables are designed after the
approved styles of the best periods, de-
veloped in the finest of selected woods

by master artisans, and finished in a refresh-
ingly original style. These masterpieces come
to your home in good taste, now and forever.
Moderately priced—atall good stores.

Write for helpful, illustrated
booklet “True Masterpieces’”®

THE KIEL FURNITURE COMPANY
Department 1-G Milwaukee, Wis.

Davenport Tables, Occasionals, End Tables, Desk Tables,
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Kiel offers a broad selection to meet your every need.
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Fig. 1. The original advertisement, of which the above
is a reproduction, was approximately four and a half by six inches

The headingis set in Cloister Oldstyle Italic
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cA Diversity ofDesigns

All in Good Taste
ELtables are designed
after approvedstyles of

the best periods,developed in thefinest
of selected woods by masterartisans,
and finished in a refreshingly original style.
These masterpieces will come to your home
in good taste, now and forever. Moderately Qisseseeer
priced—atall good stores. WVi
Writefor helpful, illustrated booklet “True Masterpieces” We

THe Kiet Furniture CoMPANY
DEPARTMENT I-G - MILWAUKEE,WIS.

i

H

Davenport Tables, Occasionals, End Tables, Desk Tables,
Kiel offers a broad selection to meet your every need.

  
 

Fig. 2. The reduction of this and the opposite page

give the body matter the appearanceofsix and eight-point type
instead of the actual eight and ten-point
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THE ART OF SPACING

Starting with ourfirst specimen, Fig. 1, we note
that there is an excessive amountof space between

border andtypeatleft; that the heading occupies
more spacethanit should, considering total space
available for the copy; and thatthis in turn crowds
the body matter so that there was room for only an
eight-point letter. On a small-space advertisement

 

 

 

Howacheckingaccounthelps
you get ahead...” & ways!
You've thought of a check-book as & convenience... Now

learn how it furthers financial success

HE way to handle money efficiently, the small fee is well worth
. sayauthorities and successful people, buys youthese advantages in

‘ isto determine ia adcance just where each Discuss it withyour bank.

Fig. 3. Reference to the above heading is made on page 84

particularly, the text copyis often set in such small

type that the readershunsit. Better to cut the copy
and insure its being set in a legible type size, than

to repel the reading of all the copy whenit has to
be set in agate or nonpareil. Ordinarily, ten-point
is a small enoughface to be employedfor the body
part of an advertisement;or,if a full-face letter like
Goudy Oldstyle or Century Expandedis used, we

es82ra
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may go downto eight-pointtype. In the re-setting
in ten-point Kennerley, one-point leaded,the space
at the left of type conforms to the margins around
the illustration at the top.We believe the two-line
heading is more comprehensivethanis the original
three-line display; and in this connection we want
to emphasize this point: the aligning of largeitalic

aan oa - wos sous wa ree ”
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How a checking account
helps you get ahead--in 8 ways!

You've thought ofa check-book as a convenience
Now learn how itfurthersfinancial success

THE way to handle money efficiently, «the small fee is well wortl
say authorities and successful people, buys youthese advantages in

is to determine tx adeanee just where each Discuss it with vour ban

Fig. 4. The headingis set in Caslon Oldstyle anditsitalic

lines. Due to the sloping letters, lines of italic that
are ‘squared '’ never appearto line up, and should
therefore be avoided. Besides, headingssetin italic
reflect more grace whenthe lines are uneven than
when attempts are made to square them. The very
word clashes with the feature of roundnessthatis
characteristic ofall italic. Squaring up display lines
of romantype is even not the best typography.
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THE ART OF SPACING

Proceeding to our next example, Fig. 3,we have
a problem that continually confronts a compositor
whensetting display lines or headings:to fit these
lines into the space areasat his disposal. So many
typographers lack the advertising senseorinstinct
andset display copy purely from the standpoint of
hard andfast trade rules or customs, manyofwhich
are obsolete, or at least should be. This brings us to

  

  

      
    

  
At Last! BeautifulWool Rugs
At Prices You Can Afford
By the revolutionary Masland Method of manufacture, it is now

possible to produce beautiful woven wool Masland Argonne Rugs,at
prices so moderate that they will amaze you.

_ Masland Argonne Rugs have beautiful Oriental designs, and the
, tich colorsgo to the heart of the wool andlast as long as the woolitself.

Fig. 5. See page 89 for the commenton the above heading

the point we wish to bring home:that the copy or
layout man should so prepare his copy that where
a display heading consists of two or morelines, the
wordingfor each line be plainly indicated. To put
it in simpler words:write the copyline forline,asit
is to appearin print. Of course, this in turn requires
the advertising man to possess some knowledge of
type sizes and comparative widths, and to know or
study certain primary typographic principles such

84a
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as proportion, balance, contour, harmony,etc. The
ideal arrangement would be for the compositor to
havea sufficient knowledge of advertising so that
he can select the right copy for display; and,whatis
even more important, so to arrangethe display that
there is sense and comprehensionto eachline, thus
enhancing the publicity value of the copy, instead
of obscuring it through faulty composition.

   
        

   

At Last! Beautiful Wool Rugs
At Prices You Can Afford

By the revolutionary Masland Method of manufacture,it is now
possible to produce beautiful woven wool Masland Argonne Rugs,at
prices so moderate that they will amaze you.

Masland Argonne Rugs have beautiful Oriental designs, and the
rich colors goto the heart of the wool andlast as long as the woolitself.

Fig. 6. The body type,like the display lines, is Goudy Oldstyle

In the heading under discussion(Fig. 3) it is not
only difficult to grasp the meaningof the display on
accountof its arrangement, but the lack of spacing
between the wordsofthe first line makesit hard to
read. Also,this tightness of spacing is accentuated
by the rather wide spacing throughout the second
line, the three periods that separate theitalic words
from therestof the line making it appear as though
the compositor did not know how to disposeof his.

se852
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Scours like
a scrub-brush

~where a scrub-
brush won’t reach

Bath tub bright and
shiny—kitchen sink
spick and span—
but what about the
drains, where your scrub-brush wouldn’t reach?

Dranowill clean them out—give them a thorough
scrubbing—purify them—sterilize them.

Just pour in Drano—add water accordingto direc-
tions on the can. Watch it bubble and boil—asit
dissolves grease, hair, lint and soapy refuse. It’s a
regular scrub-brush in powder form. Now flush out
with water, and—swoosh—thedrain is free-flowing,
clean and sanitary. There’s nothing like Dranofor
opening clogged drains and keeping them open.

Fig. 7. Body set in Bookman Antique; headings in Goudy Bold
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Scours like
a scrub-brush

   Bath tub bright and
shiny—kitchen sink
spick and span—

but what about the
drains, where your scrub-brush wouldn’t reach?

Dranowill clean them out—give them a thorough
scrubbing—purify them—sterilize them.

Just pour in Drano—add water accordingto direc-
tions on the can. Watch it bubble and boil—asit
dissolves grease, hair, lint and soapy refuse. It’s a
regular scrub-brush in powder form. Nowflush out
with water, and—swoosh—thedrain is free-flowing,
clean and sanitary. There’s nothing like Drano for

opening clogged drains and keeping them open.

c=!

Fig. 8. No re-seting was done here: simply a shifting of space
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THE ART OF SPACING

space. No doubt the copy wasso written, as these
periods appear again in the sub-head, and in both
places they seem unnecessary. Thefirst line of the
sub-head was widely spaced so it would square up
with the line aboveit, and whichit did not succeed
in doing becauseoftheitalic exclamation point at

 

The Mortal Enemy
of Your Smile

TOOTH DECAY
-Be Done With It!

HIS scientific, tooth-
saving brush was

designed especially to

Fig. 9. Reproduction is exact size; a one-column advertisement

the end of secondline: this line should have been
pulled in aboutfive points to align with the bottom
of that punctuation mark. Not only is the meaning
easier to comprehendin the re-setting of display in
Fig. 4, but we secured a more pleasing contour of

the display group by a re-arrangementof the copy
comprising it; and the spacing ofthefirst two lines
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and of the two subordinatelines is uniform in each
case. On page 84 we again have a specimen ofthe
poorly spaced heading, with its advertising worth
reducedbythe uniformity of both lines. The upper
line is too closely spaced, while the second oneis
too widely opened.The two “‘ats’’ directly beneath

rs rns Qeryee
Re... bisee

 

The Mortal Enemy
of Your Smile

TOOTH DECAY

-Be Done With It!

HISscientific, tooth-
saving brush was

designed especially to
Fig. 10. Display in Goudy Bold, body in Kennerley; see page 94

each otherare ratherdistracting. This set-up again
demonstrates how easily the meaning of a heading
may be beclouded whenstriving for an effect that
is really needless: the ‘‘squaring up’of twolines of
display. By properly spacing thefirst line, as shown
in Fig. 6, and then setting the secondlinein italics
of the samesize of type (twenty-four-point Goudy
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Oldstyle) we obtained more advertising value by a
contrast in lengths oflines and through a variation
in type design. From a typographic standpoint the
headingalso has a morepleasing appearance than
the original, for the aforementionedreasonthatit is
too mechanicalto force lines to an even length.

Vv : v al:

Real Fruits :
full of :

Vitamins | i

SERVED A HUNDRED na
DIFFERENT WAYS at 

Fig. 11. Second andthird lines are not centered fromleft to right

Continuing to our next advertisement, Fig. 7,we
see a defect often encountered in the columnsof a
newspaperor a magazine.Where an“‘ad”occupies
a large section of the page, and the border(or the
type itself if the border is omitted) hugs the column
rule alongsideit, there is bound to be someloss of
attention-value. The advertisement would greatly
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enhancein valueif it were set say from oneto four
picas narrowerthan the two,three or four columns
it may occupy, and white space left between it and
the columnrule or rules. This wouldset it off from
any surrounding advertisements or from the news
matter. On this Drano ‘‘ad” we simply movedthe

V ak V to

Real Fruits @
full of -

am

Vitami ‘itamins ti
fo

SERVED A HUNDRED na
DIFFERENT WAYS at 

nal

Fig. 12. Lines are “optically” spaced and centered; see page 96

main heading lines as well as the body part over to
the right, away from the columnrule.This question
of white space around an advertisementapplies to
small, single-columninsertions more forcibly; even
only a nonpareil, six points, between columnrules
and other advertisements would greatly add to the
attention-value of a piece of publicity copy.
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PAZO OINTMENT

   

Ends Irritation at Once—.
eetre to stop anyform ofpiles.

mentis applied, because it is . oc ‘pdedtive in: artis. It besine day Pazo Ointmentis widely rec
ommended by physicians and
druggists both in the United
States and abroad.

All druggists sell PazoOintment
in tubes with pile pipe attach-

mediately to takeout the inflam-
mation and reduce all swelling,
Thefirst application brings
greatrelief.

Pazo Ointment stopsitching ment, 75c, or in tin boxes, 60c.
instantlyand quickly relievesir- The circular enclosed with each

 

    

ee. v9oe tests in tubeandeaefacts
casesof longstand- about piles which
ing have proved Guarantee ubienteiae.
t int- | Pazo Oint :

mentcenbe de. mesteieaey Sctitfromyour. antee the

, bi ban ParisMedicineCo., eeie
pended upon with tobringreliefinanycase prefer send stampS

absolute certainty ofpiles or money refunded. or money order to   
PARIS MEDICINECO., Pine and Beaumont Sts., ST. LOUIS, MO.
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Fig. 13. The original advertisement, of which the above

is a reproduction, was approximately four byfive and a half inches

Set in ten-point Kennerley, only partly leaded
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PAZOOINTMENT

  
Ends Irritation at Once~—,

p™must go when Pazo Oint-
mentis applied, because it is

positive in action. It begins im-
mediately to take out the inflam-
mation and reduce all swelling.
Thefirst application brings great
relief.
PazoOintmentstopsitching in-

stantly, and quickly relievesirri-
tation. » Severetests in cases of
longstandinghave

 

Pazo Ointmentis very widely
recommended byphysicians and
druggists, both in the United
States and abroad.
Most druggistsselPazo Onnt-

ment in tubes with pile pipe at-
tachment,75§c,or1n tin boxes,6oc.
Thecircular enclosed with each
tube and each box contains facts
about piles you ought to know
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depended on with
absolute certainty
to stop completely
any form ofpiles.  

 

  
   

   

 

Getit from your
Guarantee druggist,or if you

ParoOint» BD prefer sendstamps
ment is guar. WES or money order to

t t

ParisMedicineCo., PARIS MEDICINECO.
ebeepertee Pine &f Beaumont

Seemed Sth, St. Louis, Ma.  
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Fig. 14. The Guarantee wasleft intact, having been cut

from the original advertisement and pasted onto the new set-up

Ten-point Kennerley; evenly leaded, one-point
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THE ART OF SPACING

On page 88 the headingis uniformly spaced, yet
the secondandthird lines look especially crowded
and the third and fourth lines little less so. Thisis

owder is-...tryit....

 
the perfect Cold
Armand, priced

jould you prefer a
ran be fluffed oa

"Tue first time you use
Armand Cold Cream
Powder, rubbing it care-
fully into your skin, you'll
realize that it actually
makes your complexion
lovelier. Because it has a
magic touch of cold cream
in it—it is wonderfully
soft andfine and clinging.
It brings out the beauty of
your skin, emphasizingits
fresh coloring and delicate
texture! The effect is that
your eyes sparkle more,
your teeth seem whiter,
your smiles are brighter
and you yourself are a
more charming person.

ARMAND
Fig. 15. Ten-point Garamond, Caslon Openfaceinitial; actual size

 

Ma
tod

 
due tothe fact that the secondline is shortest, and

has fewer ascenders than the fourth line; while the

third line, being set in all capitals, seemsstill closer
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to the line above it. By adding space betweenthe
second andthirdlines, so that the separation about
equals the distance from the topsofthe lowletters

 

 

ywder is.... tty it....|

P
he first time you use Armand tog
ColdCreamPowder,rubbing ue

it carefully into yourskin,you will exp
realize that it actually makes your he
complexion lovelier. Because it | wh
has a magic touch ofcold cream in thi
it—it is wonderfully soft and fine ;
and clinging; andit brings out the pos
beauty of your skin, emphasizing cho
its fresh coloring andits delicate the
texture! Theeffect is that your eyes ithe
sparklemore,your teeth appearto =| _nea
be whiter,your smiles are brighter the,

and you yourself are a more fn
charming person! a

the perfece Cold leeueARMAND|=you F
an be fluffed on st

Fig. 16. Garamondwith Clearcutinitial; see page 98 for comment

of the secondline to the line aboveit, we enhance
the readability of this display heading. The fourth
line, on accountofits six ascendingletters, and the
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fact that it is nearly the length of the third, requires
more space aboveit than the distance between the
first two, so theselines will appear well spaced.

This samedefective spacingis also noticeable in
the hand-lettered heading, Fig. 11. Four of the six

i g

Remove Cold Cream
—this new way

CTRESSES,screen stars—whose com-
plexions are always under close

inspection, whose faces are exposed to
glaring lights, to heavy make-up con-
stantly—have learned a new secret of
keeping a pretty skin.

They know the value of a complexion
that all admire. Often it is their chief

new velvety-soft -tissue, to removetheit'
make-up—cold cream and cosmetics.

Kleenex may now behad atall drug
and department stores. A 25 cent box.
lasts about a month. It is cheaper than
towels, or cloths. It does not causeskin:
eruptions, pimples and blemishes as even.
the cleanest cloths are apt to do. Simply
use it once and throw it away. Beauty exe

charm. So they use Kleenex, the sanitary perts advise it—get a box today.

CELLUCOTTON PRODUCTS CO., 166 West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago

KLEENEX
The Sanitary Cold Cream Remover

Fig. 17. Slightly reduced in size from the original advertisement

letters in the secondline are ascenders,whereas the
third line has but oneletter of full height. By adding
aboutfive points betweenthe first and secondlines
the heading appears to be uniformly spaced.
The Pazo advertisement(Fig. 13) brings up the

subject touched onin an earlier chapter on straight
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matter: starting paragraphsflush, necessitating the
insertion of additional space between them.In our
re-setting of the body matter (Fig. 14) we not only
indented paragraphs, but by running the signature
in with the text, an extra line was madepossible in

Remove Cold Cream
—this new way

CTRESSES,screen stars—whose com-
plexions are always under close

inspection, whose faces are exposed to
glaring lights, to heavy make-up con-
stantly—have learned a new secret of
keeping a pretty skin.
They knowthe value of a complexion

that all admire. Often it is their chief
charm. So they use Kleenex,the sanitary

new,velvety-soft tissue, to removetheir
make-up—cold cream and cosmetics.
Kleenex may now be had at al! drug

and department stores. A 25 cent box
Jasts about a month. It is cheaper than
towels, or cloths. It does not cause skin
eruptions, pimples and blemishes as even
the cleanest cloths are apt to do. Simply
use it once and throwit away.

Beauty experts advise Kleenex—get a box today

CELLUCOTTON PRODUCTS CO., 166 West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago

KLEENEX
The Sanitary Cold Cream Remover

Fig. 18. Body set in eight-point Garamond; one-point leaded

the first column,and the uglylastline of the second
paragraph was then removedfrom the head of the
second column.Inserting the rule downthe center
makes the margin around the guarantee seemwider
than in the original composition; furthermore, the
Set-up as a whole appears better united.
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Another point worthy of attention in Fig. 13 is
the letter-spacing of several lines in the body. On
workthatis at all important almost any expedient
is justified that will obviate such spacing,forit is
unsightly, spotting the page mostnoticeably. In the
resetting (Fig. 14) there is no evident letter-spacing.
Quite often spacing the wordsofa line closer than
commonwill overcome the needfor letter-spacing
several lines farther on. However,it is a fact that
words are more frequently spaced too wide than
too close. That is a point to remember.

Letter-spacing, of course, is a mode of emphasis
and is less objectionable when it appears to have
been employed for that purpose, but, even then
there is the objection of the light spots it creates in
the mass.It isn’t quite so bad as when unimportant
words andlines are so emphasized, for on the one
hand two faults arise —the light spots and wrong
emphasis —whereas onthe otherthere is only the
lack of uniformity in the tone of the mass.

In Fig. 15 the line that is letter-spaced is made up
of three wordsthat merit emphasis; the line comes
to the front and gets attention in consequence of
the contrast that letter-spacing givesit.

However,this advertisementis reproduced fora
different purpose,i.e.to call attention to something
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which is very frequently responsible for much poor
spacing — the practice of setting the type in a too
narrow measure. Guard againstit.

Theshortera line, the fewer words there will be
to the line. Furthermore, the fewer the words,the
fewer opportunities for justifying the line without
excessive space between words.If, for example,we
set three wordsin a line and the type lacks a pica
of filling the measure, an extra six points between
wordsis necessary to justify. On the other hand,if
a line is long enough to accommodate sevenwords
the additional space between wordsnecessary to
justify will be only two points, which may not be
objectionable. Certainly that will not be as bad as
six points of additional spacing would be.
The length of line in Fig. 15 is too short for tre

type size and face, hence the wide gaps between
words. Bysetting the measure widerit is possible
to get more wordsin a line and to justify with less
additional space between words.

Thefact that in wider measure the copy requires
fewer lines is here an advantage.In Fig. 15 the type
fills too much up and downinrelation to the space
it takes up from sideto side; in Fig. 16 the reduction
in the depth of the body-group makesthe top and
bottom margins conform with those at the sides.
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Incidentally, take note of how the body in Fig. 16
is finished off.This practice creates a pleasanteffect
of centered balance,particularly useful when(asis
not the case in Fig. 15) the last line comesshort.
The point to notice about Fig. 17 is that in the

first column the lines are leaded and in the second
they are set solid. Since there is an odd number of
lines in the text it is very clear that there must be
one line more in one columnthanin the other, also
that if the two columnsare justified leads must be
introduced betweenthelines of one. But that looks

bad, as witness Fig.17. In importantworkitwill not
do, for it is slovenly typography. The copy should
be changed,if necessary, to avoid this. Yet, upon
analyzing the copyit is seen that the last sentence
of the text has some display value and suggests
action. It has therefore been displayed in a line of
italics. This leaves an even numberof lines in the
text group, which obviates line-spacing one of the
columns, greatly improves the appearance and,in
consequenceof the added display obtained by the
change, makesthe advertisement moreeffective.

It has meant closer spacing of the lines of the
heading, but they are needlessly far apart in the
original set-up. The rule above the head indicates
the width of a cut that appears in the original.



ORNAMENTS

OMETHINGmust besaid before closing
aboutone phase of spacing seldom touched
upon in books onprinting, a detail that is
quite frequently a point of weakness in the

work of high-grade typographers.It is the placing
of ornaments, something not generally associated
with the subject of spacing, but which is spacing.

It is difficult to present reasons for some of the
things that cometo the front under the subject of
spacing or locating ornaments, but notofall. Even
those that are difficult to give reasons for are easy
to illustrate, and when shown—the bad compared
with the good—thereis a striking unanimity in the
matter of preference for that which is good.

In general, typographical ornamentsare of three
forms:(1) square or rectangular, (2) round or oval
and (3) triangular. Each of these has peculiarities
which demandconsiderationif it is to be placed to
best effect in the ensemble. What should be done
in the case of a triangular, or pyramidal, ornament
must not be done with a round one. Peculiarly, the
Square unit looks well in the location best suited

for the pyramid andwherealso the round ornament
looks best. Trying to explain whyall this is trueis
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difficult—at least there’s not a great deal to be said
on the subject—but the soundnessofthe points to
be made, however,is verified on sight. Remember
the old adage‘“‘Seeing is believing’and take a peek
at the two examples below, Figs.19 and 20.

 

DESIGN
eyFORM

 

SUGGESTIONS ON THE
PLACING OF ORNAMENTS 

 

   
Fig. 19

These two specimensdiffer only in the location

of the ornament.Is there anyquestion inyour mind
as to whichis the more pleasing? The superiority
of Fig. 20 is so pronounced andit has been chosen
the better by such a big majority of those to whom
the two have been shownas toeliminate doubt.

DESIGN
eyFORM

 

SUGGESTIONS ON THE
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Fig. 20
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ORNAMENTS

Theassertion thatit wasdifficult to give reasons
for some of the things that cometo the front under
this head doesn't applyin this particular instance.
There are definite reasons whyan inverted pyramid
ornamentshould be close to a group of type above
it, or, if a regular pyramid instead of a conventional
inverted pyramid, close to a group below.There are
no type ornaments madeespecially for use in the
latterway, inasmuchas theywould notbepleasing
except as outlined above,andoccasionsfor that use
are rare. Commercial artists sometimes draw them
in connectionwith borders: a regularpyramid at the
top, an inverted at the bottom and onepointing out
from eachside of the page.Of course typographers
mayapproximatetheeffect as suggested by Fig. 21.
The consideration,it should be remembered,which
makes the pyramid ornamentatthe top of the group
of type (reversed from its regular and appropriate
position, i.e. turned upside down)satisfactory is the
presence of the same ornamentat the bottom,which
balancesit.The type group and the two ornaments
make a unit of symmetrical form.To have used the
Ornamentwith the apex up (as at the top) below the
type group would beridiculous; and it would also
be ridiculous to use the one at the top without the
one below,as the group would be bottom-heavy.
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The reason determining the placing of triangular
or pyramidal ornamentsclose to the type groups,in
connection with which they are used, is support.
They havea definite base. Rectangular ornaments
have four optional bases, round or oval ornaments

 

 

   
Fig. 21

have none. A base suggests the need of something
for it to stand upon;a sure and definite support for
it. Inasmuch as a regular pyramid should standupon
a foundation below it, an inverted pyramid with a
base or place of support at the top— should give
the effect of being supported from above.
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Now,in either case, the base must be close to the
means of support, or the effect of support will be
wanting and the whole thing seem inconsistent, as
anything must which suggests a use whichis not
applied. It seems incongruous, therefore, to see a
triangular or pyramidal ornamentfloating in space
as in Fig. 19, even though the position it occupies
there ordinarily provides the best division of space
betweenthe two type groups.We knowthisis true
because we can see the difference; and we know a
real reason forit. So,why violate consistency?

In contrast, now,take the round or ovaltype of
ornaments, in which class, also, those of diamond
shapefall for reasons aforementioned.There is no
definite point of support on a circle or a rounded
surface; one is as good as another, and on noneisa
roundthing sure to stay placed.We can therefore
look upon a round decorative device as we do the
moon,the sun andthestars, as somethingfitted for
wide, open spaces. A round ornamentlocated as
close to a type group as a pyramidal one should
be looks bad, as witness Fig. 22. Thereis need of a
liberal amount of white space above and below a
circular ornament, as a comparison of Fig.22 with
Fig. 23 demonstrates. In consideration of balance
in a type page,which requires that the majorweight
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be above center, and proportion, which means a
pleasing variety, ornaments that are not essentially
part of a group of type should be placed two-fifths
the waydown the space betweenthe type groups.
But, remember, where there is a consideration of
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Fig. 22 Fig. 23

support, or the proportions of the cut are such as
to make a disagreeable contrast with the space,of
which more anon, cuts may not be so placed and
should be combined with the type group.
Nowwereachthethird class of ornaments,their

classification depending on their shape.The square
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ornament, unlike either the round or the pyramidal
ones, maybe placedclose to related or associated
type groups or maybeputin the openspace,if the
latter position represents good proportion.It seems
obvious enoughthat the reasonforthis is that with
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Fig. 25

 
four sides, each a basis for support, the equality of
the sides makes the consideration the sameasthat
which governs round or oval ornaments. Thereis
no definite basis. On the other hand, since any one
of these four sides may be considered as a base of
support, square ornaments may adjoin related or
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associated groupsof type.Acomparison of Figs.24
and 25 showsthattheeffectis satisfactory in either
case, which is plainly not true in the case of round
or triangular ornaments. Perhapsthe effectis a little
better when the square ornamentis near the type
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Fig. 26 Fig. 27

group above,as shownin Fig. 24, but, on the whole
the appearanceseemstojustify our statement that
position in this one case is optional.
A perfectly square ornament is unquestionably

more satisfactory in the open than a pronounced
rectangle, one of the long sides ofwhich seems the
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most logical base of support. Note the rectangular
ornamentin Fig. 26 looksvery bad in the open,but
looks well close to the type groupin Fig. 27. Aside
from the question of base and support, an additional
  

The The
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Fig. 28 Fig. 29
      

reasonforthis is that in the open the contrast of the

ornament’s shape with that of the page as a whole
is made pronounced. The incongruity of shapeis
minimized whenthecutis part of the type group,to
which it adds depth, making the complete group
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more nearly consistent with the proportions of the
page. Often, indeed, an ornamentservesa useful as
well as decorative purpose whenit adds depth to
a type page or group otherwise notin proportion

with the shape of the paper page.
The importance of small details like these in the

finished result is demonstrated bya moment's study
of Fig. 28. One feels an urge to push the ornament
up and nearerthe type.It seems the pagewill focus
and hold attention more keenly if the ornament and
type are oneunit.If there were a type groupat the
bottom, as in the previous examples, the ornament
could be spaced two-fifths down the intervening
space.With no such secondarygroup another idea
in spacing arises. Due to thewide expanse of space
above and below the cut, particularly above, the
page is lacking in the important essential of unity.

Bridging the gap between two groupsof type, a
well-spaced ornament mayserveto unify a page.In
this instance, without such secondary group,the cut
achieves that effect when moved up to a position
where, from the type, it doesn’t mean too great a
movementof the eye (Fig. 29) or where,closer to
the type, it becomes a part of the group. The cut
is rectangular and,so,is satisfactory either way.
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